Unit-II.

Introduction to Algorithm, Data structures & Analysis of algorithms

[7 Hrs]

Syllabus:

A) Introduction to Data Structures: Concept of data, Data object, Data structure, Abstract Data Types (ADT), realization of ADT in ‘C’.

B) Concept of Primitive and non-primitive, linear and Non-linear, static and dynamic, persistent and ephemeral data structures.


A) Introduction to Data Structures:

Few Important Concepts:

What is Data?

Data is nothing but value or set of values.

Whatever variable we will declare in computer programming is considered as Data.

E.g.

```c
int x = 20;
char ch = 'a';
```
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int arr[10] = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10};

Here, x is a variable which contains data or value 20. ch is a variable which contains data or value ‘a’. arr is an array variable which contains data or set of values as 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.

**Data Item**:

Data item is a single unit of values or smallest part of values.

In above example x is a data item, ch is a data item, arr is a collection of data items.

**Group Item**:

Data items which are divided into sub items are called as group items. The data item which is build of another data items is called as grouped Item.

  e.g. Name of a person gets divided into First name, Middle name, Last name.

  ![Diagram](Diagram.png)

Here, Name field is divided into three sub data items.

**Elementary Items**:

Data items which can not get sub divided in to another data items are called as elementary items. E.g. roll number of a student never gets divided into sub items.

**Data Object**:- Data Object is a collection of data items.
**Data Structure:**

Data means value or set of values.

Structure means way of representing data (i.e. Collection of data and Operations performed on data).

**Definition:**

A data structure is a collection of Data objects (D), a set of functions (F) or operations performed on data (i.e. Add, Subtract, multiply, Divide etc) and a set of rules or Axioms (A).

For e.g.

\[
\text{Data Structure} = \{D, F, A\}
\]

\[
D = \text{Data objects.}
\]

\[
F = \text{Functions performed on Data objects}
\]

\[
A = \text{Axioms i.e. rules to implement operations on data.}
\]

\[
D = \{1, 222.22, 333, "Hello"\}
\]

\[
F = \{\text{ADD, MULT, SUB, DIV}\}
\]

\[
A = \{\text{set of rules}\}
\]

“Data structure is a branch of computer science which gives the knowledge of how data should be organize (i.e. Systematic arrangement of data), how flow of data should be control, how data should be design and implement to reduce the complexity (i.e. time and space complexity) and increase the efficiency of algorithm”.
Data Structure provides a way of storing and retrieving data to and from computer memory effectively.

An organization of information, usually in memory.

Computer science concentrates on the study of how data organization and how flow of data is control in computer system.

Data structure introduces concepts related to Object Oriented Programming like Class, Abstract Data Type (ADT).

**Needs of Data Structure:**

1) Data Structure provides a efficient way for storing and retrieving data to and from computer memory.

2) To handle large amount of data efficiently.

3) Data structure gives the knowledge of –
   
   ➢ How to organize data?
   
   ➢ How to control flow of data?
   
   ➢ How to design and implement efficient Data Structure?
   
   ➢ How to reduce complexity (i.e. space complexity and Time complexity) of algorithm?
   
   ➢ How to increase efficiency of algorithm?

3) There are so many data structures like Array, Stack, Queue, Link List, Trees and Graphs. Each data structure having there own efficiency, so programmer have to decide which data structure to use.

   e.g. Array :

   **Use:** Array is used to store data temporarily in computer memory for computer programming.

   **Advantages of array:**

   (i) Storing and retrieving data to/from array becomes faster.
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(ii) Random accessing of data becomes possible.

**Disadvantages of array:**

(i) Array is used to store fix amount of data. We cannot store more data than array size.

(ii) If we store less amount of data in to array than array size, then remaining memory allocated to array gets wasted.

(iii) Insertion and deletion of data elements to/from array is complex. It requires shifting of data.

(iv) Array allocates contiguous memory locations. Due to that even though sufficient memory available to store data but it is not contiguous. So that memory will be wasted.

- Data structure helps you to understand concepts of data abstraction, information Hiding and data encapsulation.

Data Structure introduces the concepts of object oriented Programming languages.

Example :- Concept of class in c++ is based on Abstract Data Type (ADT).

5) Data Structure helps you to **analyze problem step by steps**.

6) **Develop algorithms** to solve real world problems.

7) **Data Structure Provides different technique for sorting and searching**, handling large amount of data.

   **Searching Techniques** : Linear search, Binary Search, Hashing

   **Sorting Techniques** : Bubble Sort, Selection Sort, Insertion Sort, Radix Sort, Heap Sort, Quick Sort, Merge Sort, Shell Sort, Binary tree sort.

- Data structure will maintain relationship of one data element with other data elements in memory, set of operation possible and set of rules to apply on data stored in data structure.
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B) Concept of Primitive and non primitive, linear and Non-linear, static and dynamic, persistent and ephemeral data structures.

Persistent Data Structures:

A data structure is called as persistent data structure because a change to the data structure does not destroys the old version, it creates new version and maintains previous version. Persistent data structure allows access to any version, old or new, at any time.

We shall call a data structure persistent if it supports access to multiple versions. The data structure is partially persistent if all versions can be accessed but only the newest version can be modified, and fully persistent if every version can be both accessed and modified.

Ephemeral data structures:

A data structure is called as ephemeral data structure because a change to the structure destroys the old version, leaving only the new version available for use.

C) Algorithm:

Definition:

"An algorithm means writing a sequence of instructions which acts on input data and produce desired output in a finite number of steps for solving any problem."

To solve any problem it is necessary to write algorithm.

➢ A way of solving problem step by step is called algorithm.

➢ Algorithm is a step by step execution of particular problem. It works on given data and produces desired output within finite number of steps.
Algorithm gives you a stepwise representation of how to solve problem.

There are two types of algorithms.

1) **Iterative algorithm or Repetitive:**

Iterative algorithm make use of loops and conditional statements.

2) **Recursive algorithm:**

Recursive algorithm uses a Divide and Conquer strategy. As per this strategy the recursive algorithm breaks down a large problem into small pieces and then applies the algorithm to each of these small pieces. Recursive algorithm is small, straightforward and simple to understand. When a function calls itself in its body then such function is called as recursive function.

Example:

```java
Void display()
{
    display();
}
```

here, display function is a recursive function because it calls itself in it’s body.

**Properties/Characteristics of Algorithm:**

Every algorithm must have following five properties:

- **Input** :- Algorithm must have some input.
- **Output** :- Algorithm must produce desired output.
- **Finiteness** :- Algorithm must terminate after finite or fixed number of steps.
- **Definiteness** :- Steps to be performed in the algorithm must be clear and unambiguous.
- **Effectiveness** :- Algorithm should be efficient (having less time and space complexity).
Relation between Data Structure and algorithm:

Abstract Data Type (ADT):

- ADT provides useful guidelines to implement data structure.
- ADT is a useful tool for specifying the logical properties of data structure.
- An ADT is defined as a mathematical model of the data objects that make up a data type as well as the functions that operate on these objects.
- ADT is the specification of logical and mathematical properties of data type or data structure.
- The term Abstract Data Type (ADT) refers to the basic mathematical concept that defines data type.
- Defining ADT is not concern with implementation or coding details of data type.
- For defining ADT we are not concern with Space and Time complexity.
- Abstract Data type is a collection of values and set of operations on those values.

The important steps in defining ADT are as follows:

i) State what data & describe the way in which data elements are related to each other.
ii) State possible operations on that data type or data structure.

Process to Define Abstract Data Type:

An ADT consists of two parts:

a) Value Definition Part:

It tells what value is stored in data structure and what relationship between data elements. It contains following two
things.

i) **Definition Clause:** In definition clause we have to declare data with data type which gets stored in data structure. This clause is required compulsorily.

ii) **Condition Clause:** In condition clause we have to write any primary condition if required. This clause is optional.

b) **Operator Definition Part:**

   It only tells what operations or functions to be performed on data stored in data structure. It does not tell how these operations takes place.

   It contains following three sections,

   i) **Header:** Header specifies name, data type of data passed and return data type of function.

   ii) **Precondition:** Precondition tells, is there any primary condition required or not. It is optional.

   iii) **Post condition:** Final result generated.

**Example 1:** Write Abstract Data Type for Rational number.

**Solution:**

Rational number means a number which is in the form of Numerator and Denominator i.e. a/b. For writing ADT of any data structure we have to give specification of data and list of operations performed on data stored in the data structure. Here you have to write whatever possible operations on data. Such as makerational, addition of two rationals, multiplication of rationals, division, subtraction and any more. We can write ADT for rational number as follows:

```c
/* Value definition */

abstract typedef <integer , integer> Rational;

Condition : Rational [1] != 0;
```

/*Operator definition */
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abstract Rational makerational(a,b)
int a,b;
precondition : b !=0
Postcondition : makerational [0] = a;
               makerational [1] = b;

/*Perform addition of two rational number suppose a & b are two rational numbers.*/
Here, a = a0/a1 and b=b0/b1 . Now we can add two rational numbers*/

[ (a0/a1) + (b0/b1) = ( (a0*b1) + (a1*b0) )/(a1*b1) ]

abstract Rational add(a,b)
Rational a,b;
Postcondition : add [0] = a[0] * b[1] + a[1] * b[0];
               add [1] = a[1] * b[1];

/*Multiplication of two rationals i.e. a * b . here a=a0/a1 & b = b0/b1.*/
[ (a0/a1) * (b0/b1) = (a0*b0)/(a1*b1) ] */

abstract Rational mult(a,b)
Rational a,b;
Postcondition : mult [0] = a[0] * b[0];
               mult [1] = a[1] * b[1];

Example 2: Define ADT for Strings.
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/*value definition */
abstract typedef < <char> > String;  //here String is a abstract data type of variable length of characters

/* operator definition */
abstract length(s)               //here length function calculates length of string
String s;
Postcondition : length = = len(s);

/* operator definition */
abstract  String concat(s1,s2)  
String s1,s2;
Postcondition :
    concat = = s1 + s2;

Explanation of example 2:

Here, keyword abstract typedef introduce a value definition. In operator definition section each operator is defined as an abstract function with three parts a header, optional precondition and post condition.

Example 3: Abstract Data Type for Stack (ADT)

We know that a stack is a finite set of elements, where insertion or removal of an element is allowed from one end only. Any new element join the set is kept at top and only the element at the topmost position can be taken out.

abstract typedef<1,2,3,........,n,top> STACK;
Condition : top == NULL
Abstract STACK  PUSH( data)
int data;
Precondition    :  top != n
Postcondition   :
        insert(data)
        STACK[top] = data

/*top points to most recently inserted data */

abstract pop()
precondition : top !=NULL
postcondition :
        Remove(top)
        Data = STACK[top]